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A CALCULUS APPROACH TO HYPERFUNCTIONS. II

TADATO MATSUZAWA

Abstract. We consider any hyperfunctions with the compact support as initial

values of the solutions of the heat equation. The main aim of this paper is to

unify the theory of distributions and hyperfunctions as well as simplify proofs

of some important results via heat kernel.

Introduction

In the previous paper [9], we have discussed the theory of the hyperfunctions

by a calculus approach motivated by the analysis developed in [3, Chapter 9].

We have shown in [9] the idea of our approach. Namely, we have proposed to

take hyperfunctions with the compact support as initial values of the solutions of

the heat equation. The main aim of this paper is to reformulate the foundation

of hyperfunction theory by a limiting process via heat kernel in the theory of

Schwartz distributions. For this purpose, two fundamental tools will be used.

One is the estimate for the heat kernel in (1.14) which is obtained as a special

case of the result given in [1, Chapter 4]. The other is a series of structure

theorems on ultradistributions given in [5, 6 and 7]. As was mentioned in [9],

the advantage of our method is that it can unify the theory of distributions and

hyperfunctions as well as simplify proofs of some important results.

In § 1, we briefly recall the definitions of distributions and hyperfunctions

with the compact support. Especially, the space of hyperfunctions (analytic

functionals) A [K] with the compact support in K c R" (n > 1) is considered

as the dual of the space A[K] of functions which are real analytic near K. We

will prepare a useful estimate for the heat kernel in Proposition 1.1. In §2, we

will prove that we can take u G Á[K] as an initial value of a unique solution

U of the heat equation

(d/dt-A)U(x,t) = 0     in Rn++X = R" x R+ ,

U(-,0) = u.

We shall see in Theorem 2.1 that Schwartz distributions and ultradistributions

are also characterized by the asymptotic behavior of U(-, t) as t —» 0 at the
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same time. At the end of §2, we shall apply this characterization to give a simple

proof for a local existence theorem to the equation

P(D)u = f   inQ

in the hyperfunction space B(Q), where Q is any bounded open set in Rn

and P(D) is a partial differential operator with constant coefficients. In §3,

we shall show in Theorem 3.1 that the local regularity property of an element

u G A'[K] is also described by the asymptotic behavior of U( ,t) as i^O.

In §4, we formulate a completeness result on hyperfunctions in Theorem 4.1

which will play a dominant role in the microlocal calculus developed in the last

section. This theorem corresponds to Theorem 9.1.7 in [3]. As suggested by the

results given in §3, we shall give, in §5, the definition of wave front set which is

related to the asymptotic behavior of U(,t) as t —> 0. We hope to clarify the

Bros-Iagolnitzer definition of wave front set on the basis of our results obtained

so far.

Further investigation of generalized functions will be made in a forthcoming

paper.

The author expresses his profound gratitude to M. Miyake and Y. Morimoto

for valuable discussions during the preparation of this paper.

1. Spaces of distributions and hyperfunctions

Let fl be an open subset of R" whose points are denoted by x = (xx, ... ,

xn). We use general notations such as \a\ = ax + ■ ■ ■ + an for a multi-index

a = (ax,...,an) and Da = D^' ■ ■ ■ Dan" ,Dj = -id /dxj ,j = l,...,n,etc.

Definition 1.1. Let cp e C°°(Í2). Then we say that <j> is in ^{s}(Q) for s > 1

if for any compact subset K of £2 there are positive constants C0 and C,

such that

(1.1) sup \Datp(x)\ <C0C\alaf.
xex

We say also that tj> is in If (£2) for 5 > 1 if for any compact subset K of £2

and for any positive number h there is a constant C such that

(1.2) sup|Z)Q(73(x)|<C/z|Q|a!i.
x€K

We denote by ^^(£2) and 3fis)(Q) the subspaces of g*{i}(£2) and gr(i)(£2)

respectively which consist of functions with compact support in £2.

It is well known that the function

.. Í expf-x1^],    x>0
f(x) = \ ^n(i>1)(0, x < 0

is in g{s}(R) but not in á?(í)(A). Thus we have the inclusion

(1.3) r(,)(í2)$ríí}(n)$r(0(í2),     i<s<í<co,

(1.4) 3>{'\Çl)%3l{s)(Q)%3i{t}(Çï),        l<s<t<oo.
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The topology of such spaces is defined as follows:

(i) We say a sequence {fj(x)} C F{i}(£2) converges to zero in f {j}(fí),j >

1, if for any compact set K of £2 there is a constant C such that

(1.5) sup    r\°\  i'   ~>°   as^^°°-
*e*    C1 'a!

a

(ii) We say a sequence {/(x)} c f(î)(£2) converges to zero in ^(í)(£2),s >

1, if for any compact set K of £2 and for any h > 0 we have

\Daf(x)\
(1.6) sup j->0   as./-*oo.

*etf    /z1 'a!
a

(iii) We say a sequence {/(x)} c .ä^(£2) (or ^(i)(£2)) converges to zero

in 3>{s)(Çl) (or in ^(i)(£2)) ,s > 1, if there is a compact set K of £2 such that

supp fj cK,j=l,2,..., and /, - 0 in i*w(£2) (or in f (i)(£2)).

As usual, we denote by 3f{s}\0) (by ^(,)'(fl),r{,,'(Q) and r(i)'(£2)) the

strong dual space of ^{i}(£2) (of Sr(i)(£2),r{i}(£2) and r(i)(£2) respectively)

and call its elements ultradistributions on £2.

We have the inclusion

(1.7) 9f'{Çl) c 2{sY (Cl) C 3l(s)\Qk),       s>l,

(1.8) F'(£2)crW'(£2)cr(i)'(£2)c^(i)'(£2),       *>1,

where 3'(Q) and cf'(il) are the spaces of Schwartz distributions. It is well

known that f'*' (£2) consists of ultradistributions with compact support in £2

for 5 > 1 like the space If'(£2). For further details we refer the reader to [5, 6

and 7]. Let K c R" be a compact set. We denote by ^ and W^' ,1 < s < co,

the set of Schwartz and ultradistributions with supports in K respectively.

Next we shall define the spaces of analytic functionals along the lines of [3

and 9]. Let AT be a compact subset of R" .

Definition 1.2. We say that <p(x) is in A[K] if <f>(x) is real analytic in a neigh-

borhood of K and there are positive constants C0 and C, such that

(1.9) sup|Zy>(x)|<CnC.Ha!.
x€K

We say 4>. —► 0 in A[K] as j: —» oo if there is a constant h > 0 such that

\Dacf>.(x)\
(1.10) sup -|-r->0   asz'—>oo.

X€K     hlala\
a

We denote by A'[K] the strong dual space of A[K] and call its elements analytic

functionals carried by K.

We have changed the notation in [3 and 9] slightly and use A [K] in place of

A(K). We denote by A the space of entire functions in C" in the following.
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Theorem 1.1 (cf. [5 and 9]). Let u G A'[K]. Then for any h > 0 there exists a

constant C = C(h, u) such that

(1.11) |M(0)|<Csup^^l,       <pGA.
xex    hma\

a

This is equivalent to the condition that for every complex neighborhood œ of K

(1.11)' \u(<P)\<CwSUp\<t>\, cpGA.

Let u G %{sY(Rn)(g(s)'(Rn)) with 5 > 1. Then there is a compact set

K c R" such that for any h > 0 there is a constant C > 0 (there are constants

h and C ) satisfying

(1.11),        1^)1 <c sup iSöi,       0eFw(ZO   (<t>G%(s)(Rn)).
x€K   A1 'a!

a

We can consider A'[KX] c A'[K2] if Kx c K2 and set À = \JK A'[K]. Then

we have the inclusion

(1.12) g''(R")c^{sy(R")C^(sy(R")cA',        1<5<oo.

We denote by E(x, t) the «-dimensional heat kernel:

E(x t) = { (4*T"/2 exp[-|x|2/4i],    t > 0,

\ 0, t<0.

Proposition 1.1 (cf. [1, Chapter 4]).  E( ,t) is an entire function of order 2 for

every t > 0. We have the following properties on E:

(i) We have

(1.13) /  E(x,t)dx= 1,       t>0;
JR"

(ii) There are positive constants C and a such that

(1.14) |Z)^(x,i)|<C|Q|r("+|Q|)/2a!1/2exp[-a|x|2/4/],       f>0,

where a can be taken as close as desired to 1 and 0 < a < 1.

Proof, (i) We omit the well-known calculus to prove (1.13).

(ii) We shall prove (1.14) in the case zz = 1 for simplicity. The derivatives

of E(x, t) can be evaluated by means of the Cauchy formula

2ni JrR (z-xf+x

where FR is a circle of radius R in C with center at the point x. From (1.15)

we find

(1.16) \dkrE(x,t)\<    J_[  , expK-x2 + R2)/At],       R>0,
VAntRk
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where x = x - Z?, 0 or x + R. Let us select the radius R so that the ratio

e\p[R2/At]/Rk would attain its minimum. This is realized for R = V2kt, so

that (1.16) reduces to

\9kE(x,t)\ < 4=(e/2)kßr{x+k)/2k\k-{k/2)exp[-x2/At].
y/Alt

The last factor may be estimated as follows. Let us replace x by x + 6R, where

|0| < 1 ; then

exp[-x2/4i] = exp[-(x + 0Z*)2/4i] < exp[-ax2/4i]exp[a'z?2/4/],

where the constant a may be chosen so that it is as close as desired to 1 and

0 < a < 1. Furthermore R2 = 2kt hence we have

\dkxE(x,t)\ < -}=e{x+a')k/2t-ik/2)klx/2exp[-ax2/At],
VAit

from which we obtain (1.14) in case n = 1.

Proposition 1.2. For every <p e A[K], let

4>,{x) = JE(x-y,t)x(y)(p(y)dy,      t>0,

where x £ C^°(R") such that / = 1 in a neighborhood of K. Then </>,-+ <p in

A[K] as t - 0+ . Also for every \p e 9t{s)(Rn)   (3>(s)(Rn)) with s > I, let

y/,(x) = x(x) I E(x-y,t)ip(y)dy,

where x G 3{s'(R"),x = 1 in a neighborhood of supp\p.  Then <pt—> >p in
3{s)(Rn)  (3(s)(Rn)) as t^0+.

Proof. Let tp e A[K]. Then there are positive constants C, h and S such that

(1.17) sup|Z)a<^(x)|<CA|Q|a!,
xeK¿

where Ks = {x G R" ;dis(x,ÄT) < ô} . We may consider x = I hi a neighbor-

hood of Kg . By integration by making use of (1.17), we have for \y\ < ô

sup \Da(j>(x -y)- Da<p(x)\ < C|v|AH+1 (|q| + 1)!.
x€K

Hence there are positive constants C' and H such that

sup \Da<p(x - y) - Da4>(x)\ < C'\y\(Hh)H\a\\,       \y\<ö.
xeK

On the other hand we have for x e K

Dax(<t>M) - M*)) = Í      E(y> t)D°Mx -y)- 4>(x)) dy
J\y\<S

+ Daf E(x-y,t)x(y)<p(y)dy
J\x-y\>6

DaJ(x) [ E(x-y,t)dy
J\x-y\>ô'\x-y\>

= /.,a + /2,a + /3,a'
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For any e > 0, taking ô so small that C'ô"+X < e , we have

\IXa\/(Hh)M\a\\<e.

Next by using (1.14), we have the estimation of the form

'V,1      < (C/ZZA)|a|(r|a|/|a|!)1/2exp[-cá2/2í]
(ZZA)|Q||a|!

<exp[(l/2i)(C/ZZA-c<52)]

< exp[-c¿2/4í],       t > 0,

if we take H so large that C/ZZA < cô2/2. By taking H larger if necessary,

we have
IA     I 2

—-^77-— < exp[-cô2/2t].
(ZZA)|a||a|! ~

Thus we have <p —> tp in A [K].

Now let ip g7&    (R") with s> 1 . Then there are constants C and h such

that

(1.18) sup |Z)>(x)| < CA|a|a!\
x€R"

and supp y/ is a compact set in Z?" . Then similarly as before we have

sup \Datp(x -y)- Daip(x)\ < cV|(ZZA)W|a|!*,        y G Rn ,
X

and

Dax(wt(x) - tp(x)) = i      E(y, t)Dax(tp(x - y) - tp(x)) dy
J\y\<s

+ f       -dy
J\y\>S

= J,  + y,  .

We can treat Jx a the same way as in Ix a . By using (1.18) and by the fact that

/      E(y,t)dy-^0   ast^0+,
J\y\>S

we see \p —> tp in 7&^s'(Rn).

Similar arguments can be applied in case ip g3>   (Rn).   Q.E.D.

2. Characterization of hyperfunctions and distributions

Let u G A'[K]. Then the function

(2.1) U(x,t) = uy(E(x-y,t)),       xGR",t>0,

is well defined since E(x - -,t) G A for every (x,t) G Z?"+   = {(x,t);x e
Rn,t>0}.
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Theorem 2.1 (cf. [9, Theorem 1.2]). (i) Let u e A'[K]. Then U(x,t) e

C°°(Zv"+l) and U(,t) G A for each t>0. Furthermore U satisfies the follow-

ing conditions:

(2.2) (d/dt-A)U(x,t) = 0   inR"++X;

for every e > 0 we have

(2.3) \U(x,t)\ < Cee\p[(e/t)-dis(x,K)2/At]   in R"++X ;

U(x, t) —> u as t —► 0+ in the following sense:

(2.4) u(cp) = lim     U(x,t)4>(x)dx,       4>gA,

where £2 is an arbitrary bounded neighborhood of K.

Conversely, every C°°-function defined in Z?"+ satisfying conditions (2.2)

and (2.3) can be expressed in the form (2.1) with unique element u G A'[K].

(ii) In case u G <§¿ ' (<§¿ ) with s > 1, condition (2.3) of the above

assertion is replaced by the following:

For every e, ô > 0 (there is a positive constant Ce s such that) we have

(2.3), \U(x,t)\<CeSexp[(e/t)x/{2s-x)-dis(x,Ks)2/8t]   in Rn++X,

where Kg = {x ; dis(x, K) <ô}.

(iii) Zzj case UG>W^, condition (2.3) is replaced by the following:

There exists a nonnegative integer N = N(u) such that

(2.3), \U(x,t)\ < Cgt~Nexp[-dis(x,Kg)2/St]   in R"++x.

In each case of (ii) and (iii) condition (2.4) is replaced by corresponding one:

(2.5) U(,t) -+ u   in g{s)'(Rn) (g{s)'(R"),g'(Rn) resp.).

Proof, (i) The proof of this part was given in [9]. We shall reproduce it for

completeness. Let u e A'[K]. Then we find obviously that the function U{x, t)

defined by (2.1) belongs to C00(R"++X) and satisfies the heat equation (2.2). We

take z = y + in ,y, n G R" , and observe that

(2.6) Re-(x-v-zz/)2 = -(x-y)2 + z72.

Then by applying (1.11) we have (2.3) if we take \n\ sufficiently small. Now let

£2 c R" be a bounded open set containing K and let

G(y, t) = / E(x - y, t)<p(x) dx,       <f>GA.
Ja

Then by Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2, we can easily see

(2.7) G(,t)^<p   in A[K] as t -► 0+ .

We have

IU(x,t)<t>(x)dx = uy(G(y,t))
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by taking limit of the Riemann sum of the left-hand side. Then by applying

(2.7) we have (2.4).

Now we will prove the converse. We shall use some fundamental properties

of ultradistributions for which we refer to [5 and 7]. Let U(x ,t) be a function

defined in R+    satisfying (2.2) and (2.3). Then by virtue of (2.3) we can extend

U beyond the hyperplane t = 0 as an ultradistribution Û G Ü?{2} (Rn+X) such

that
~ (U(x,t),    t>0,
U(x ,t) = {K      '     I 0, i<0.

This follows from a fundamental property of ultradistributions (cf. [7, Theorem

2.27]), and we shall find the idea of its proof in §4. We have

UGC°°(Rn+X\(Kx{0}))

and

(d/dt-A)Ù(x,t) = f   inRn+X,
ni'

where / e <§¿x',0, . Again by a fundamental property of ultradistributions with

support in a hyperplane (cf. [7, Theorem 3.1]), / is uniquely represented as

oo

(2.8) f = Y,fk(x)®ô(k)(t)
Zc=0

¡2y
with fk(x) G <§¿    ,k = 0,1, ... ,  satisfying the following conditions:

For every L > 0, A > 0 and ô > 0 there is a constant C such that

(2.9) \fk(4>)\ < CLkk\~2 sup ^ä,       tp G %{2\Rn),
x&ks    A1 'a!

a

and

(2.10) supp/=|Jsupp/A:.
k

We define an ultradistribution v e 3¡{ ' (Rn+ ) as follows:

(2.11) viXil)J^i(^^-y.')ft(y)äy,   <>o,
[0, t < 0.

That is, we define v formally

v(x,t)=       E(x-y,t- r)f(y,t)dydx.

Since we have

(2.12) (d/dt - A)E(x - y, t - x) = ô(x - y, t - x)

also in the ultradistribution sense, we have

(2.13) (d/dt-A)v(x,t) = f   inRn+x.
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We will show that Ü - v. First we have Ù - v e 3f{1}'(Rn+X) and

(d/dt-A)(Ù -v) = 0   inRn+x.

Using relation (2.12) and the well-known fact that E(x,t) e ê,{x/)(Rn+X\0),

or by the Gevrey hypoellipticity for the heat equation proved in [11], we have

(2.14) Ü -vG%{2)(Rn+X),Ü-v = 0, t<0.

Furthermore by applying (2.9) and Proposition 1.1 to (2.12) we have the es-

timation of type (2.3) for v(x,t). Thus we can easily show that U - v is

bounded in the whole space Rn+ . By the well-known uniqueness theorem for

the solutions of the Cauchy problem to the heat equation we have U - v = 0.

It remains to prove that there exists an element v0 e A'[K] such that

(2.15) v(,t)^vQ   in A'[K] as t -► 0+.

For every t > 0, we have
oo       .

v(x,t) = J2j AkE(x-y,t)fk(y)dy.
k=0'

Let £2 c Rn be a bounded neighborhood of K. We have for <)>G A

Lv(x,t)tp(x)dx
la

(2.16) oo    . , - k

= E / (/ E^x - y > MM dx) A"-4(v) dy.

By using Proposition 1.2 and (2.9) we can show that the right-hand side tends

to
oo

(2.17) t,0O) = £>*/*(*)
Zc=0

as t —» 0+ and v0 e A'[K]. This completes the proof of part (i).

The proof of parts (ii) and (iii) can be obtained similarly. We shall only

prove the estimation (2.3)s for a given element u e cW^ ,s > 1. We assume

that for any A > 0 and 6 > 0, there is a constant C = C(u,h,ô) satisfying

(2.18) |k(*)|<C sup Jí^i,       *€«*>(*").
xeK6    A1 'a!

a

Let U(x,t) = uy(E(x-y,t)),(x,t)GR"++x . Then by using Proposition 1.1 we

find

\DaE(x-y,t)\
\U(x,t)\ < Ch sup     y    , |

n~    hyJs        A|a|a!*yeKt

(2s-\)/2

<CCht "/2sup
(C/hUy 2

sup exp[-(x - y) /St]

<CCht n/2exp[2/(2s-l)(C2/h2t)x/{2s  1)]exp[-dis(x,Zíá)2/8í].
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Taking A > 0 sufficiently large so that

(2/(25-l))(C2/A2)1/(2î_1)<e,

we obtain (2.3)s. The case where u g W^ (Rn),s > 1, is treated by the similar

way. We can easily find (2.3), when u e %'(Rn).   Q.E.D.

We can consider A'[KX] c A'[K2] if Kx c ZC, € Rn and we set A'(R") =

\JKeRnA'[K}.

Theorem 2.2 (cf.  [3, Theorem 9.1.6]). If u e A'(R") then there is a smallest

compact set K c Rn such that u e A'[K] ;   it is called the support of u.  If

u G ^'{R") or UG %{s)'(Rn)   (s > I), then u defines an element in Ä(Rn)

with the same support.

Proof. Let ugA'[K] and let K be the intersection of all compact sets K' such

that u G A'[K']. By Theorem 2.1 a function U(x,t) is uniquely defined and

satisfies the heat equation in Rn+X\(K x {0}). Noting that u = lim,^ [/(■, t),

we see u e A'[K]. If u e &'(Rn) or u e ^{s)'(Rn) the function U(x,t) is

also uniquely defined and U(,t) -» u in ê"(R") or in %{$y(Rn) as r -» 0+ .

So continuation of f/ as a solution of heat equation is only possible outside of

supp u x {0} .

Theorem 2.3 (cf. [3, Theorem 9.1.8]). If Kx,... ,Kf are compact subsets of Rn

and u G A'[KxU-UKr], then one can find u. gA'[K.] so that u = ux-\-\-ur.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement when r = 2. Let U(x,t) be the

function defined by (2.1). The theorem will be proved if we can split U into a

sum U = Ux + U2, where C/. satisfies conditions (2.2) and (2.3) with respect

to Kj, j = 1,2.  By virtue of condition (2.3) we can extend  U beyond the

hyperplane t = 0 as an ultradistribution Ù e 3^ (Rn+X) such that

~      f£/(x,0,    f>0,

10, t<0.

Then U satisfies the heat equation outside of Kx U K2 in the ordinary sense,

where K; = K; x {0},; = 1,2. We take a function \p e C°°(Rn+x\(Kx f)K2))

constructed in [3, Corollary 1.4.11] such that \p = 0 for large |x| + t and near

K2\(KX nK2),ip = 1 near KX\(KX n K2) and \p G L°°(Rn+x). Here "near"

means in the sense of the slowly varying metric defined in [3, Chapter 1]. We

will split Ü as follows:

Ùx = \pÙ-V,       Ù2 = (l-\p)Ù +v.

Here we define \pÙ G g{2y (Rn+X) suchthat tpÜ = 0 near K2\(KxnK2) and

(1 - \p)Ù = 0 near KX\(KX n K2). We can write

(d/dt-A)tpU = F + f,
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where F and / are in g{2y(Rn+X) suchthat

~=({d/dt-A){yU),    t>0,

\o, t<0

and / e %{2}'(Rn+x), supp/ c Kx. Now we define

V(x,t) = E* F(x,t) G2>{2)'(Rn+x)

and V(x,t) = V(x,t) for r > 0. Then we have V e C°°(Rn+x\kx nK2),

supp F c Rn++X and V(,t) - 0 uniformly in {x;dis(x,Kx n K2) > 0} for

every S > 0 as f —► 0 . Here we used the pseudolocal property of E* as a

pseudodifferential operator in the class Sx,20 , (cf. [10 and 11]). Since we have

V(x,t) = tpU-E*f(x,t),       t>0,

we have for any e > 0

V(x,t) = 0(e£/')   ast^0+.

Thus we have the desired property that Ux = y/U -V and U2 = (1 - y/)U + V

for t > 0.   Q.E.D.

We will define the general hyperfunctions following [3].

Definition 2.1. Let £2 be a bounded open set in R" . The space of hyperfunc-

tions Z?(£2) is defined by

(2.19) B(Çl) = A'[U]/A'[dQ].

Definition 2.2. Let u e A'[fl]. Then the support of the class it of u in 5(£2)

is defined by supp« = Qn suppu.

This definition is justified by the following fact: If u,v e ^4'[£2] and u -

v G A'[dQ], then £2 n suppw = £2 n suppw since supp u c suppv U <9£2 and

supp v c supp u u 9£2 .

Definition 2.3. Let to and £2 be open, bounded and to c £2 c R". Let u e

A'[Q]. Then the restriction to to of the class it in Z?(£2) is defined by the class

v of v G A'[œ] in B(œ), where to n supp(« - v) = 0 .

We remark that for every u G A'[Cl] we can find an element v e A'[cú] such

that toilsupp(u-v) = 0 and the restriction of u to to is uniquely determined.

Now we state a localization theorem given in [3]. We shall base its proof on

Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.4 (cf. [3, Theorem 9.2.2]). Let £2 be open sets in Rn with bounded

union £2. If Uj G B(Q.) and for all i,j we have ui = u. in £2( n £2 (that

is, the restrictions are equal) then there is a unique u e Z?(£2) such that the

restriction of u to £2   is equal to «  for every j.

As pointed out at the end of [3, §9.2], it follows from this theorem that we

have injections 3¡'(Cl) -> 73{s) (£2) -» B(£l)  (1 < 5 < oo). Let us also note that
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the elements with compact support in Z?(£2) can be identified with the elements

in A' having support in £2. In fact, let u G A'[Q] and assume that the class u

has compact support K c £2. Then supp u c K u 9£2 so Theorem 2.2 gives a

decomposition

u = ux+u2,    uxgA'[K],    u2 g A'[dFl]

which is unique since K and d£2 are disjoint. This means that it = ux for a

unique ux e A'[K].

Proof of Theorem 2.4. The uniqueness is clear for v has the same property as

u, then the support of u-v is empty so u-v = 0. To prove the existence we

begin with the case of two open sets £2j and £22. Choose m. e A'[Q ] defining

u. for j = 1,2. The support of ux - u2 is contained in

(fl, u n2)\(ß, n £22) c (Cfl. n £22) u (Q, n C£22),

so Theorem 2.2 gives a decomposition

üx-ü2 = vx-v2,   vx g ^'[C£2, n£22],   ü2 e/i'[£2, nC£22].

Now « = «,-^,=«2-172 defines an element in 5(£2, u£22) which restricts

to w   in £2, for z' = 1,2.
i j J

Next we assume that we have countably many sets £2., j = 1,2, ... . Re-

peated use of the special case just proved gives a sequence w. in Z?(£2, u- • u£2.)

with restriction ui to £2( for i < j. Let w e A'[QX • • • £2 ] be in the class of

w , j = 1,2, ... . The proof will be complete if we shall show that there is an

element We ^'[£2] suchthat supp(w-Wj) in £2\(£2, U-• u£2 ) for every j.

As is easily seen, we may suppose that £2 = {x ; x e £2, dis(x, <9£2) > 1 /j) , j =

1,2,.... Let W.(x, t) be the defining function of w . ;

(2.20) Wj(x,t) = j' E(x-y,t)wj(y)dy,        t>0,

where the integration is taken in the distribution sense. We shall show that there

are defining functions V(x,t),j = 1,2, ... , with the following properties:

(2.21) (d/dt-A)Vj(x,t) = 0   inZ?"+1;

for any e > 0,

(2.22) \Vj(x,t)\<Cj/"   inR"++X;

for every ô > 0,

(2.23) Vj(-,t)-*0   ast^0+

uniformly in {x e Rn ;dis(x,9£2) > S} ; there exists a positive constant C

such that

(2.24) | W  X-Wj- Vj| < C2~j exp[£j/t]   in Rn++X,
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where e —► 0 as j —» oo ; for every S > 0, there is a number js such that

(2.25) \Wj+x(.,t)-Wj(-,t)-Vj(-,t)\ < Cg2~jexp[-Cg/t]

in {x e Rn ;dis(x,9£2) > 3} for all j > j6, where Cs and cs can be taken

independent of j. If these are proved then it follows from (2.24) that the limit

W(x,t) = lim(Wj-Vx-Vj_x)
OO

= wj-vx-Vj_x + ¿2(wk+x -wk- Vk)
j

exists for (x, t) G R"++x and W(x, t) defines w = lim^Q  W(, t) which is the

desired element in A'[Cl].

It remains to show the existence of such defining functions Vj(x,t),j =

1,2,.... For each j the compact region £2 \£2 +1 (c £2) can be covered by

the finite number of balls with radius 2/j and center on <9£2, say Bjk = {x ; \x-

xjk\<2/j},xjkGdCl,k= l,...,kr Since supp(wj+x-Wj)cñ/\ñJ+x,we

can split wj+, - w   as follows:

kj

Wj+i -W> = E^'        suppgJkcBjk,k=l,... ,kj.
k=l

Thus we have by (2.20)

Wj+x(x,t)-Wj(x,t) = YdSjk(E(x--,t)),       t>0.
k=\

By taking the Taylor expansion of E at x - xjk we have

/ E(x - y, t)gjk(y) dy = J2 ^KE(X ~ *jk > 0 /(*/* " vtSj^) <*y,
a

where the integration is taken in the sense of distributions. By Theorem 1.1 we

may suppose that for any A > 0 there is a constant C = C(h,j) such that

\gjkm<C sup   |Zfy ,       <¡>GA,k=l,...,k
x€Bjk    hma\

a

We set

vjk = E ^axE(x-xjk.0 /(*,* -y)agjk(y)dy,
\a\<N     ' J
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where the number N will be determined later. Then we see by using Proposition

1.1 that

| y' E{x-y,t)gjk(y)dy-Vjk(x,t)\

=   E  -fäi.x-Xjk't)  (xjk-ytsjk(y)dy
|a|>V+l

<C    £    clalr{n+M)/2arX/2exp[-(x-xjk)2/St](2/j)M

\a\>N+\

2C \H
<Cr"/2exp[£]exp[-(x-x^)2/8r]   £    (^)

|a|>V+l

where e > 0 and Cn depends only on the dimension n of Rn . Taking e =

e'j = (ACJj)2 we have

\j E(x-y,t)gjk(y)dy-Vj

<Cyr"/2exp

/*

exp[-(x-x,.,)78r]
A> s G)¡"I

Thus by taking N sufficiently large, we have

k,

wj+i(*>t)-Wj(x,t)-J2rjk
k=\

<2-Jrn/2exp[E,J/t],       e'j = (ACJj)2.

If we set
k,

VM A) = J2vjk(x,t),        7 = 1,2,...,
k=l

assertions (2.21)-(2.24) are proved and we can easily verify (2.25) similarly as

above.   Q.E.D.

We shall finish this section by giving local existence theorem as an application

of Theorem 2.1. Let P(D) be a differential operator with constant coefficients

and let u e Ä[K],K <s R" . Then P(D)u e A'[K] is uniquely defined by the

usual way:

P(D)u(<p) = u(P(-D)cp),        cf)GA[K].

Let U(x, t) be the defining function of u . Then P(D)u is also given as a limit

P(D)u = Hm(^0+ P(D)U(-, t) in the sense of (2.4).

Theorem 2.5. Let £2 be a bounded open subset of R" . Let P(D) be a differential

operator with constant coefficients and consider the equation

(2.27) P(D)u = f,       fGB(ÇÏ).
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For any f e Z?(£2) we can find a solution u e Z?(£2) to the equation (2.27).

Proof. Let / e A'[Q] and let F(x ,t) be the defining function of / given by

F(x,t) = f(E(x--,t)),        (x,t)GR"++X.

We know that there always exists a fundamental solution G G 2)'(Rn) of P(D)

such that P(D)G = Ô in Rn (cf. [2]). Let /(x) e C™(Rn) such that *(x) = 1

in a neighborhood of £2. We consider a defining function

U(x,t) = (XG) * F(x,t),       (x,t)GR"++X.

We can easily verify that U satisfies conditions (2.2) and (2.3) with K replaced

by some compact set Kx 3> £2. Let

u0= lim U(-,t)GÂ[Kx].

By Theorem 2.3, u0 can be written as

u0 = ux + u2,    w,e^'[£2],    u2gA'[Kx\Q].

Then the class of ux in Z?(£2) gives a solution of equation (2.27).   Q.E.D.

3. Local regularity

Let ugA'(R"). Then U(x,t) = uy(E(x -y,/)) defined in (2.1) is a C°°-

function in the half space Z?"+ . Furthermore U(-,t) is extensible as entire

analytic function in C" for each / > 0. We shall consider the regularity

property of u G A'(Rn) relating to the asymptotic property of U(z ,t) as t —►

0,z = x + z£eC\

Theorem 3.1. Let u G A'(Rn). Then

(i) u is analytic in a neighborhood of x0 e R" if and only if for any C0 €

Z?"\{0}, there is a neighborhood V(x0,7,0) c T*(R")\0 and there are positive

constants C and c such that

(3.1) |Z7(x + zc:,0l<Cexp[(c:2/40-(c/0],        t > 0, (x¿)€ V(x&>4q)-

(ii) u is in ê?^s' (s > I) in a neighborhood of x0 g R" if and only if for any

a_0GRn\0

(3.2) |c/(x + ^,í)|<Cexp[(c2/4í)-(c/í)1/s],       t>0, (x,ç) e F(x0,ç0),

where F(x0,^0), C and c are taken as in (3.1).

(iii) u is a C°°-function in a neighborhood of x0 e R" if and only if for any

í0 G R"\0 there is a neighborhood V(x0,7,0) c T*(Z?")\0 such that

(3.3) \U(x + i7.,t)\<CNcxp[7.2/At]tN,       t > 0, (x,t) e V(xa,7Q),
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where N is an arbitrary positive integer and CN is a constant depending on N.

Proof. Let u G A'(Rn). Then we have

(3.4) U(x + zç ,t) = (Ant)-"12exp[7.2/At - i(x,7,)/2t]

■ uy(exp[-(x -yf/At + i(y,7.)/2t]),

(x + zc;)eC\i>0.

The essential part which we have to treat is the following:

(3.5) ü(x,t,7)) = (Aitt)-nl2uy(exp[-(x-y)2IAt + i(yA)/2t]),       t>0.

Thus we see (Ant)"   ü is nothing but the generalized Fourier transformation of

Bros-Iagolnitzer with parameter k = l/2t.

Now we will first prove the part (i). Let u e A'(Rn) and let u be real analytic

in a neighborhood of x0 e Z?" , say in to¿ = {x ; |x - x0| < 3} for some 3 > 0.

Then by Theorem 2.3 we can divide u so that

u = ux + u2,     supp ux Ctög,     supp u2 C ZcOg .

Obviously «, e >W'(Rn)  and ux  is analytic in tos .   We divide  U(x,t) as

follows:

U(x,t) = Ux(x,t) + U2(x,t),

Uj(x,t) = ujy(E(x-y,t)),       >=1,2.

We have

üx(x,t,7) = (Aittfn/2uXy(exp[-(x - yf/At + i(y, £>/2r]),       t > 0.

By deformation of the integration contour we can see that analyticity of ux in

to g yields the estimation of the form

\üx(x,t,c;)\<Cexp[-c/t],       (x,¿:) e V(x0,7.0), t>0,

where  r(x0,¿;0) = œs,2 x {¿;;|¿; - £0| < 3'}  and 3'  is an arbitrary positive

number. As for U2 we have to estimate

ü2(x,t,c¡) = (Aitt)-"/2u2y(exp[-(x - yf/At + i(y, 7.)/2t]),       t>0.

We shall apply the estimation (1.11)'. Let £2£ be a complex neighborhood of

supp «2 such that

Œe = {y + in;dis(y, suppw2) <e,|z7| <e},       e > 0.

We have by (1.11)'

\ü2(x ,t,ï)\< CE(Aitt)-"/2 sup | exp[-(x - (v + in)f/At + i(y + in,í)/2í]|.
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Let x e toxn . Then we havea/2

Re{-(x - (v + in)f/At + i(y + in,7,)/2t)

= -[(x-yf-n2]/At-(Ç,n)/2t

< -((3/2 - ef - e2)/At + e\i\/2t,       0<e<3/2.

Thus by taking e sufficiently small we find the estimation of the form

\ü2\<Ce~c/',    (x,7.)gV(x0,7.0),    t>0,

where V(x0,Ç0) = cos,2 x {£; |£ - £0| < 3'}. The constants C and c may

depend on 3,3' and e. These considerations imply that there are another

couple of constants C and c such that

(3.1)' \ü(x,t,7,)\<Ce~clt,       xGtOg,ÍGSn~x ,t>0.

We put 7,' = 7,/2t in (3.1)' and rewrite ¿f as 7, to get

(3.6) (\7.\/2)n/2\uy(exp[-\7\(x-yf/2 + i(y,c;)])\ < Cexp[-c|ç|],

xew^eZAíO}.

We shall now follow the reasoning given in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [14].

Since

(\7\/2itf2 f  exp[-Uß-yf/2]dß = 1
JR"

we have symbolically

(2it)-" jjm/2it)nl2 expHcfK/? - >02/2 - z(x - y, ©] dß del = 8(x - y)

and then we have symbolically

(3.7) u(x) = (2n)-n JJ(\7.\/2it)n,2uy(exp[-\t:\(ß-yf/2 - i(x-y, 7)]) dß d7.

We shall justify this for u G A'(Rn) in the oscillatory sense and by applying

(3.6) to the right-hand side of (3.7) we shall obtain the analyticity of u near

x0. We set

Ie(x,y) = (2nTn jj(\7\/2n)nl2exp[-\7\(ß-y)2/2-i(x-y,7)-ß\tf]dßd7,

e>0,

where the convergence factor exp[-e|¿;| ] guarantees absolute convergence. We

want to prove that

Ie(x,y) —> 3(x-y)   as e —> 0 in A'[K],    KDsuppu.

Namely, for any <p e A[K] (or A)

(3.8) (uy(IE(x,y)),x<p)^(u,<p)   ase-0,
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where ^ is a definition function of a bounded neighborhood of K (cf. (2.4)).

We have

(u(I(x,y)),x<f>)y^ e

exp[-e7,2](x<l>)(x)dßd7.dx

= (2it)-" Jlj(\7\/2itf2uy(exp[-\7:\(ß - yf/2 + i(x - y,7)])

= uy ((2n)-n j exp[i(y,7) - e7,2]fj>(7.) dT^j ,       e > 0.

(2it)~n j exp[i(y, ¿j) - eT2] dT, = (Ant)"1'2 exp[-y2/4e],       e > 0

we have

(2it) " j exp[i(y, Í) - ecf]x<p^) d^ = j E(x-y, e)M){y) dy

which tends to tf>(x) in A[K] as s —» 0+ as a result of Proposition 1.2. Thus
' i n"\equation (3.7) is justified in the oscillatory sense for u e A (R ) and we have

with an entire function g :

(3.9)   3(x-y) = (2it)-n if      exp[i(x -y,Q - \Z\(ß -yf/2]
JJ\£\>\

(\7\/2it)nl2d7dß + g(x,y).

It follows that the first term in the right-hand side is analytic for x ^ y. In

particular, in the region |x — x0| < s, \y - x0| > e , we conclude that the function

f(x>y)= f[la   , , exp[i{x-y,Z)-\z\(ß-y)2P]\z\n,2dcdß
JJ   \ß-x0\<2e

líl>l

is analytic. On the other hand the phase has a strictly positive imaginary part

when |x - x0| < s and \y - x0| < 2e so / is analytic in that region also and

hence in {(x,y) e Z?2";|x - x0| < e}.   Thus for u e A'(Rn), we have for

|x - x0| < e:

(3.10)    u(x) = (2it)~n ff u(exp[-i(x-y,7)-\7\(ß-yf/2])
JJ \ß-x0\<2e   y

líl>l

(\Z\/2n)n/2didß + wAx),

where we(x) is analytic. Choosing e < 3 we conclude that u is analytic for

|x - x0| < e by virtue of (3.6). This completes the proof of part (i) of Theorem

3.1.

Proof of (ii). Let u G A'(R") and assume that u is in cf^5' (s > 1) in a

neighborhood of x0 e Z?" . Then we can divide u so that u = ux+u2, where
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ux G3^(tos) and supp«2 c Ztoô ,coâ = {x;|x -x0| < 3},3 > 0,0 < 3X < 3.

As in the proof of (i), we have to estimate the following:

(3.11) üj(x,t,cl) = (Aitt)-nl2ujy(exp[-(x-yflAt + i(y,7,)l2t]),

t>0,j= 1,2.

We first treat

u1(x,í,¿:) = (47tr)""/2yWl(^)exp[-(x->;)2/4í + z(j;,c;)/2/]af>',

where ux(y) g£&    (toâ),s > 1. Then there are positive constants C0 and C,

such that

(3.12) sup\Daux(y)\<C0C\alaf,       a e Z" .

By Proposition 1.1, taking C, sufficiently large if necessary we have

\Day{ux(y)exp[-(x-yf/At]}\

* CoC\a¡ E (Ci)(a-ß)fßll/2rm2exp[-c(x-yf/t]
ß<a ^P'

ivr«Œ(»)""V
ß<a V/V

<C'0Cx^a<7exp[c't-XI(2s-X)]

with another couple of constants C'0 and c . Here we have used the fact

/  \(i-i)

s^pEu)      <0°'     (í>1)-

By making use of the above estimation we obtain the inequality of the form

\üx(x,t,7.)\<Aexp[-a(\C\/t)x/s + c'(l/t)x/{2s-x)]

with positive constants A and a . This yields the estimation of the form

(3.13)
|ä,(x,r,OI<Cexp[-c(l/r)1/i],       t>0, (x,£)eF(x0,£0)cr*(ZO\0.

As for u2, we can also use (1.11)' as in the proof of (i) to get the estimation

of the form

(3.14) |zi2|<Cexp[-c/i],(x,ç)€F(x0,c:0),       t>0,

where V(x0,7,0) is a sufficiently small neighborhood of (x0, ¿;0).

Next we assume (3.2) for u e A'(R") and we shall show that u is in lfw

near x0 . Condition (3.2) implies that there are positive constants C,c and 3

such that

(3.2)' \ù(x,t,£.)\<Cexp[-c(l/t)x/s],       x G cos ,7, e S"~x, t > 0.
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This yields

(3.15) (|ç|/2^)"/2[My(exp[-|c:|(x-^2/2-z^,ç)])| < Cexp[-c|ç|1/J],

x G tOg,Ç G R"\{0} (cf. (3.6)).

We have already equation (3.9). As in the proof of part (i) we have for |x - x0|

< e

(3.16) u(x) = (2it)-n ff u(exp[i(x-y,7.)-\7.\(ß-yf/2])
J J \ß-x0\<2e.   y

líl>l

■(\7.\/2it)n,2d7.dß + w£(x),

where we(x) is analytic. Choosing e < 3 we conclude that u is in 8?^ for

|x - x0| < e by using (3.15). This completes the proof of part (ii) of Theorem

3.1.

Proof of (Hi). Let u e A'(R") and assume that u is in a neighborhood of

x0 e R" . Then we divide u so that u = ux + u2, where ux G 3¡(tos) and

supp «2 c iojg,, tOg = {x ; |x - x0| < 3}, 0 < 3' < 3. As we have seen in the

proof of parts (i) and (ii) we have only to estimate

(3.17)

ü1(x,?,cí) = (47i?)-"/2|Ml(v)exp[-(x-};)2/4í + z(>',c)/2/])í/v,       í>0.

We have obviously the estimate

\Day{ux(y)exp[-(x-yf/At])\ < Cj^'2

with constants Ca depending on a e Z" . On the other hand

(Ant)-"12 j Day{ux (y) exp[-(x - yf/At]} exp[i(y, 77) ¡2t] dy

= (-¡7/2tfüx(x,t,77),

from where we have for each integer N >0

(3.18) \üx(x,t,c7)\<CN(Aitt)-"l2tNI2\7\-N,        t>0,7.GRn\{0).

Thus we get the estimation of the form (3.3).

Conversely we assume (3.3) for u e A'(R") and we shall show that u is in

W near x0 . Condition (3.3) implies that there are positive constants CN and

8 such that

(3.3)' \ü(x,t,7.)\<CNtN,       xGtOgAGS"-' ,t>0.

This yields the estimate of the form

(3.19) (\7.\/2itf2\uy(exp[-\7\(x-yf/2 + i(y,0])\<CN\7.\-N,

N>0,xGtos,7GRn\{0}.
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As in the proof of part (i) we have equation (3.6) from which we find that u

is a C°°-function for |x - x0| < e with e < 8 by using (3.18). This completes

the proof of (iii) and the proof of Theorem 3.1.

4. Completeness theorem

In order to discuss the wave front set of a hyperfunction it is necessary to

consider analytic functionals carried by a compact set in Cn .

Definition 4.1. Let AT be a compact set in C" . Then A'[K] is the space of

linear forms u on the space A of entire analytic functions in C" such that for

every complex neighborhood to of K

(4.1) \u(tp)\<Cusup\<t>\,       <j>GA.
CO

For u G A'[K],K e C", we can also consider the defining function

U(x,t) = u(E(x--,t)),       (x,t)GR"++X.

We can see U(-,t) -» u as t —* 0+ in the following sense:

(4.2) u(tfi) = lim / U(x,t)(f>(x)dx,       (fi G A,
'—°Í£1

where £2 c R" is a suitably chosen neighborhood of Re K = {x G R" ; x e Re z

for some z e K}. This is verified by virtue of (4.4) given in the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.1 [3, Proposition 9.1.2]. Let K c R" be a compact set and set for

e>0

(4.3) tf(£) = {zeC";|Rez-x| + 2|Imz| < efor some x G K}.

For tfi G A, set
/•

U^(z,t)= I E(z-x,t)tfi(x)dx,       zGCn,t>0,
Ja

where £2 c R" is an arbitrary fixed bounded neighborhood of ReÄT(£). Then

(4.4) sup|l/*(-,0-¿(01^0   ast-^0+,

and there exists a constant C such that

(4.5) sup|t/0(-,i)|<Csup|4>|,       <pGA,t>0.
*<«> Ale)

Proof. We shall reproduce the proof given in [3]. It is clear that t/^(-, t) e A

for t > 0. By the definition of K, ., if zQ = x0 + iy0 e K.. it follows that K..

contains the chains

r(z0,s):x-*x + iyQ{l - \x - x0\/2\y0\),       \x - x0\ < 2\y0\,
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when  0  < s  <   1, and they have the same boundary.    Since the form

E(z - C, t)(fi(Ç) d7,x A • ■ • A d(,n is closed in K,e) we obtain by Stokes' formula

U*(z,t)=        f      E(z-x,t)<p(x)dx

x-xü\>2\yü\
xea

+ f        E(z-t,t)<t>(QdZx/\---l\d7n,
JTizn.l)

|.x-Xo|>2|yol
(4.6) xea

T(z0,l)

We take z = zQ and observe that

Re-(z0-x,z0-x) =-|x0-x|  + \ya\   <-3|x0-x|/4

if |x - xJ > 2\y |,

Re - (z0 - C, z0 - Ç) = -|x0 - x|2 + |x - x0|2/4 = -3|x - x0|2/4oi

ifC€r(z0,l),ReC = x.

Since \<fi(7) - <fi(z0)\ < C\x - x0| we conclude that

^(ZqA)-^^ / E(z0-x,t)dx\
Ja

< CJAitty"'2 f exp[-3|x - x0|2/4i]|x - x0| dx < Cxtx'2.
Ja

On the other hand

1 - / E(z0 -x,t)dx = /      E(z0-x,t)dx
Ja JR"\a

is exponentially decreasing as t —* 0 since Re(zQ - x) has a positive lower

bound when z0 e K,£) and x e Rn\Q. This implies (4.4). Estimate (4.5) is

obvious by expression (4.5).   Q.E.D.

We shall use the following notation similarly as before:

^l'(Cn)=   [J  A'[K].

Kmc

We prepare the following theorem corresponding to Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 4.2. If Kx, ... ,Kr are compact subsets of R" and

UGA'[(KlU---öKr)(E)]

with the notation of (A.3), then one can find u. e A'[(Kj){3ne)] so that u =

m, -\-\-ur, where e is an arbitrary fixed positive constant.

One of the main tools of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is the following fact due

to Komatsu [5 and 7]:
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Lemma 4.1. For any L > 0 and e > 0, there exist a function v(t) G C™(R)

and an ultradijferential operator P(d/dt) such that

(4.7) suppwc[0,e],    |tz(t)(f)l < CL~kk?,       k = 0,l,...,

\v(t)\ < Cexp[-L/t],       0<t<oo;

oo

(4.8) p(d/dt) = J2ak(d/dt)k'\ak\^ciL'l/kx-2'       0<Lx<L;
Zc=0

(4.9) P(d/dt)v(t) = 8 + w(t),

where w(t) G C™(R), supp i« c [e/2,e].

Proof. We shall only give a sketch of the proof. First we set

oo

(4.10)      p(o=(i+cf no+wi1) (l > °).
<Z=1

(4.11) u(z) = ^-, ¡°°eiziP(7)-xd7,       Rez<0.

Then U(z) is a holomorphic function which can be continued analytically to

the Riemann domain {z; -7r<argz<27t}. Furthermore, set

(4.12) u(x) = U(x + iO) -U(x- iO).

Then we have

(4.13) |M(9)(x)|<¿ZTV2,

(4.14) P(d/dx)u(x) = 8(x),

(4.15) u(x) = 0   for x < 0,       u(x) > 0   for x > 0 and

u(x) dx = 1.

Furthermore we have

(4.16) u(x)<\exp[-L/x],       x>0.

The function v(x) is obtained by multiplying u(x) with a function in l?(2)(Z?)

which is equal to 1 in (-oo,e/2] and equal to 0 in [e.co). By the definition

of P(7) in (4.10) we can see that it is an entire function of order 1/2 such that

(4.17) P{Z) = J£akÇk,    \ak\<CxLk/k\2,       0<Lx<L.
Zc=0

For the details of the proof we refer to [5 and 7].

Proof of Theorem 4.2. It is sufficient to prove the statement when r = 2. Let

U(x, t) be the defining function of u given by

(4.18) U(x,t) = u(E(x--,t)),       (x,t)GRn++x.

f
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The theorem will be proved if we can split into a sum u = ux + u2, where for

any e > 0

(4.19) \Uj(<fi)\ < Ce,    sup    101,       cfiGA, ; = 1,2.
(A/){3n£+e')

By the definition of U in (4.18) we get the estimate

(4.20) |l7(x,0l<C£,exp[(e2-dis(x,ReZÀ'(£+£,))2)/4i],    K = KxuK2,

(x,t)GRn++X.

Taking L = e   in Lemma 4.1, we set

/•OO /-OO

(4.21) g(x,t)=        U(x,t + s)v(s)ds,    h(x,t)=        U(x,t+ s)w(s)ds.
Jo Jo

Then we have g(x, t),h(x, t) G L°°(Rn++x) and

P(d/dt)g(x, t) = U(x, t) + h(x,t),       (x,t)G Rn++X,

(d/dt-A)g(x,t) = 0   mRn++x.

We can see that there are limits:

g0(x) = limg(x,t) g L°°(Rn),

h0(x) = lim A(x, t) g L°°(R") n C°°(Rn).

Now let £2 be an arbitrary bounded neighborhood of ReZc,£) with smooth

boundary. Then we have

(4.22) / P(d/dt)g(x, t)<fi(x) dx= f P(A)g(x, t)tfi(x) dx
Ja Ja

= / U(x,t)(fi(x)dx+ / h(x,t)(f>(x)dx,       4>gA, t>0.
Ja Ja

We know that the first term in the last expression tends to u(4>) as t -* 0+

by (4.2). We split £2 into a sum £2 = £2, + £22 » where £2, D (A^)(£) and

Í22 D (RcK2)(£)\(Re^i)(£) with piecewise smooth boundaries. By applying

partial integration in (4.22) we have

(4.23) f U(x, t)tfi(x) dx= f g(x, t)P(A)tfi(x) dx
Ja Ja

+ f   Q(g(x,t),(fi(x))dS- f h(x,t)tfi(x)dx,       tfiGA,
Jda Ja

where we set

oo Zc-1

Q(u,v) = ^2akY^[^Judn(Ak-x-jv)-Ajvdn(Ak-X-ju)]   on3£2.

Zc=l        7=0
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We will put

(4.24)

uA4>) =  f g0(x)P(A)<fi(x) dx+ f Q(g0(x), tfi(x)) dS
Ja, Jaonaiij

- /  A0(x)<D(x)¿x,       7 = 1,2.
Ja,

Obviously we have u = ux + u2 and we shall prove the estimates of the form

(4.19). Now recall that we have Lx < L = e2 in Lemma 4.2 so that we have

\ak\<CxLkkr2. fc = 0,l,...

Then we have for tfi e A

sup \P(A)tfi\ < sup J2 \akAk<fi(x)\ < C, £ Lkk\ 2 sup \Aktfi(x)\
ai a>   Zc=0 Zc=0 a>

< C   sup   101,       7 = 1,2,
Kj ,(lne)

where we have used Cauchy's integral formula and C is a positive constant

independent of tfi G A. We see obviously

LhJx)<fi(x)dx < Csup 101,       <fi G A, j =1,2.
a,

It remains to estimate the second term in the right-hand side of (4.24).  We

recall that

SoM
Jo

U(x,s)v(s)ds,      xgR",

and for x € 9 £2 we have
^•oo

A
/o

fOO

/•oo

■g0(x)= /    (d/ds)JU(x, s)v(s)ds
Jo

/•oo

= /     U(x,s)(-d/ds)Jv(s)ds,       7 = 1,2,
Jo

Thus we have by (4.13)

|A^0(x)|<Ce-V,       y-0,1,....

From this we find for x e d£27 n d£2,7 = 1,2,

00 k

|ß(^(x),0(x))|<C^(L1/e2)':^(m!(/c-m)!//c!)2  sup  |0|
Zc=l m=0 (*y)(a«i

Since it holds that
*

sup ̂ 2(m\(k - m)\/k\)  < 00
k    m=0

we have the estimate of the form

1

/ Q(g0,<fi)dS
Joa.noa'oajHoa

< C sup (fiGA.
v/,(2nt|

Combining the above three estimates we get estimate (4.19).  This completes

the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Theorem 4.3 [3, Theorem 9.1.7], Let KQ and K be compact sets with KQ c

K c Rn, let Uj G A'(C") and assume that

(i) For any compact neighborhood V of K in C" we have « € A'[V] for

large j.

(ii) For any compact neighborhood VQ of KQ we have w - uk e A'[VQ] for

large j,k.

Then one can find u G A'[K] so that for any compact neighborhood V0 of K0

(iii) u-UjG A'[V0] for large j.

Condition (iii) determines u uniquely  mod A'[KQ].

Proof. If (iii) is fulfilled with u replaced by v also, then u-v g A'[Vq] for

every V0 so u-v e A'[K0] as claimed. Thus it remains to prove the existence of

u, which will be carried out by the method similar to that used in the proof of

Theorem 2.4. Choose a sequence e -+ 0 so that with the notation in Theorem

4.1

(i)'  UjGA'[K{ej]],

(ii)'  Uj-ukGA'[(K0){ej)] if k>j.

Let U,(x,t) be the defining function of u :

(4.25) Uj(x,t) = uj(E(x--,t)),       (x,t)GRn++l.

We shall show that there are functions l^(x,f) satisfying conditions (4.26)-

(4.31):

(4.26) (d/dt-A)Vj(x,t) = 0   inR"++x.

For any e > 0,

(4.27) \Vj(x,t)\ <Cj/l%   inRn++x.

For every S > 0,

(4.28) |^.(.,í)hO   así-*0+,

uniformly in {x ; dis(x, K0) > 3} ; there are positive constants C and c such

that

(4.29) \Uj+x(x, t) - Uj(x, t) - Vj(x, 01 < C2~J exp[ce;/i]   in Rn++X,

7 = 1,2,....

For every 8 > 0 there are positive constants Cs , c6 and the number js such

that

(4.30) \Uj+x(x,t) - Uj(x,t) - Vj(x,t)\ < Cs2~jexp[-cg/t]

in {x G Rn ;dis(x,K0) > ß; + 8} for all j > js ; for any e > 0 there exists a

constant C„ such that

(4.31)

j (Uj+X(x,t) - Uj(x ,t) - Vj(x ,t))tfi(x)dx

<Ce2 J   sup   101,       cfiGA, t>0, j = l,2..
(*0)(«;+«)
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where  £2  c  Rn   is an arbitrary fixed neighborhood of K0  contained in

*e(*o)(.) •

If these conditions are proved it follows from (4.29) that the limit

U(x,t)= lim (Uj-Vx-V   )

J

exists and U(-, t) defines u = lim(_0 U(-, t) G A'[K] in the sense of (4.2). We

see from (4.31) and (4.2) that U-Uj defines u-u¡ gA'[(K0){e)] which proves

(iii). Thus u is the desired element in A'[K].

We will construct such defining functions V,(x,t). As is easily seen, we

may assume that e, < 1 ¡j, j = 1,2,... . Then for each j the compact region

Re K,e, can be covered by the finite number of balls with radius 2/7 and center

on Retf(,y), say Bjk = {x g Rn;\x-xjk\ < 2/j,xjk g XeK{tj),k = 1,... ,k7).

Since Uj+X - u, is carried by Ke , we can split u,+1 - m by Theorem 4.2 as

follows:

Uj+\ ~UJ ~ ¿~,gjk>
k=l

where g,k is carried by Ä   ,3ttt, ,k — 1,... ,kj. Thus we have by (4.25)

UJ+x(x,t)-UJ(x,t) = J2Sjk(E(x--^))-

By taking the Taylor expansion of E at x - xjk we have

g]k(E(x - •, o) = E hd*E{x - xiH 't] i{x* - y)agi¿y) dy '
Q J

where the integration is taken in the sense of distributions. We may suppose

that there is a constant C  for each 7 such that

(4.32)

\j Sjk(y)(xjk-y)ady\ < Cy(4«e>)W < Cy(4n/7)|Q|,       k = 1, ... ,kj.

For large N determined later we set

W* • 0 - E é¡d°E(x - */*. 0 [i** - y)agjk(y) dy.
\a\<N    ' J
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Then we find by Proposition 1.1 that

= \j E(x-y,t)gjk(y)dy-Vjk(x,t)

E 7¿dxE(x - xjk > 0 ¡(xjk - yfgjk(y) dy
\a\>N+i

<C    £    C^r("+|a|)/2a!-1/2exp[-a|x-x.,|2](4«/7)|Q|.

|a|>ZV+l

Taking e' = (AnCnf/j2, we get

(*)<c;r"/2exp[e;/í-a|x-x;J2/4í]   ]T   (l/2)|a|.
|a|>JV+l

Thus if we take N sufficiently large, we have

k¡

Uj+x(x,t)-Uj(x,t)-YáVjk
Zc=l

<2 jt "/2exp[e;./i],       e'j = (AnCnf/j2

If we set
kj

Vj(x,t) = J2vjk(x^)>       7 = 1,2,...,
Zc=l

assertions (4.26)-(4.30) are proved and we can easily verify (4.31) much as

above.   Q.E.D.

5. Wave front set

Let u G A'(Rn). Then the defining function of u is given by

U(x,t) = u(E(x--,t)),        (x,t)GR"++X,

and we may consider {/(• ,t) G A for each t > 0, where A is the set of entire

functions in C" . Theorem 3.1 suggests the following definition:

Definition 5.1. Let u G A'(R"). We denote by WF^(«), WF{j}(«), 1 < s < oo,

and WF(w) respectively the complement in r*(Z?")\0 of the set of (x0,¿;0)

such that there is a neighborhood V of x0 - zc;0 in C" and there are positive

constants C and c such that

(5.1) |£/(z,/)|<Cexp[£02/4í-c/í],       t > 0, z = x + tí¡ € V,

(5.1){J}        \U(z,t)\<Cexp[7.2IAt-(c/t)xls],       t>0,zGV,

and there are positive constants CN , N = 0,1, ... , such that

(5.1), \U(z,t)\<CNtNexp[c¡2/At],       t>0,zGV,

respectively.
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By this definition we have obviously the following inclusion:

(5.2) WFMcWFyWcWF^w),       UGA'(Rn), l<s<oo.

From the expression

U(x + m,t) = (Aitt)-",2exp[72/At - i(x,c7)/2t]

■ uy(exp[-(x -yf/At + i(y,7)/2t]),

we have the equivalent conditions to (5.1), (5.1){j} and (5.1), respectively:

(5.1)'    \uy(exp[-(x-yf/At + i(y,7)/2t])\ < Ce~c/t,

t>Q,z = x + i7;GV,

(5.1)'{S}    \uy(exp[-(x- yf/At + i(y,i)/2t])\ < Cexp[-(c/t)x/s],

r>0,ze V,

(5.1)'.        \uy(exp[-(x-yf/At + i(yA)/2t])\<CNtN,       í>0,zgV.

We also remark that for every e > 0 we always have the estimate of the form

(5.3) |C/(x + zí,0l<C£exp[(e(l + K|) + cr2-dis(x,suppM)2)/4í],

í>0, z = x + i7.GCn (cf. (2.3)).

A direct application of Definition 5.1 is given to prove the following theorem

(watermelon) originally due to [12]. A simple proof was given in [13] in case

u G 7&'(R") whose method we shall adopt.

Theorem 5.1. Let u G A'(R"), suppw c {x„ > 0} . 77zí?w if (0,n0) <£ WF^(iz)

with n0¿0,we have (0, (n'0, p)) £ WF^(u) for all pGR.

Proof. Let u G A'(R") with suppu C {xn > 0} .  Then we have by (5.3) an

estimate of the type

(5.4)
\u(x+a,t)\

< í C£ext[(e(l + |£|) + ç"2)/4<], x„>0,

* 1 C£exp[(e(l + \t\) + çf-x2n)/At],    xn < 0,t > 0,x + iT, e C" .

Furthermore the assumption (0,n0) £ WFA(u) implies that there exist positive

constants C and c such that

(5.5) |c/(x + ^,í)|<Cexp[(z/02-c)/4í],

for x + 07 in a small neighborhood in C" of -in0. Now the proof will be

reduced to apply the next lemma to the function of a complex variable

zn = xn + tf« w exp[-c;¿2/4f]£/(x + ¡4,t),       t>0,

for each x' + iT,' in a small neighborhood in C"~x of -in'0.
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Lemma 5.1. Let
,, .     ¡S2/2, x>0,
<fi(z) - {     ■>      -,

\(ç2-x2)/2,    x<0,

where z = x + iÇ G C and let R = {z e C ; |x| < a, 0 < $ < b}  (a, b > 0).
Then there exists a continuous function \p satisfying \p <<fi on R and y/(i7Ç) <

tfi(itl) for 0 < £ < A so that the following assertion holds:

If u(z) is holomorphic in R and

(5.6) |M(z)|<exp[A0(z)],       zgR,

(5.7) |u(z)|<exp[/l(0(z)-c)],       zG[-a,a],

where k and c are positive constants, then we have

\u(z)\ < exp[kip(z)]   in R.

Proof. With 0 < 8 < a we apply the maximum principle in the rectangle

Rs = {z ; - a + 8 < x < 8,0 < £ < b} to

v(x + i¿) = - log \u(z)\ - (a2 -x2- 82)/2 - c/({) sin -(8 - x),
a a

where

/«) = (exp[7TA/a] - exp[-itb/a])'x(exp[(-it/a)(7. - b) - exp[(«/<i)(i - b)]).

Then we have tz(x + if) < 0 in R and in particular

jlog\u(icl)\-{i2<82/2-cM)sin(it3/a).

The right-hand side is negative in each compact interval in [0 < 7; < b) if we

take S sufficiently small since /(£) > 0 in [0 < £ < b).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.2. Let £2 be a bounded open set in Rn . Let F be an open convex

cone in Z?"\{0} and set for y>0

W = {zeC";Reze£2,Imzer,|Imz| <y}.

(i) If f is an analytic function in W and can be continued analytically to a

neighborhood of 9 £2, then the analytic functional

ffi-*     f(x + iy)<fi(x)dx,<fiGA,
Ja

can be defined for sufficiently small y e T and converges in A'[Cl], when F 3

y-*0.
(ii) If f is an analytic function in W such that for any e > 0

(5.8) |/(x + z>)l<C£exp[(e/M)1/(î-1)],       z = x + iy 6 W,(l<s < oo),

then /(• + iy) has a limit f0 g ^{i}'(£2) as F B y - 0.
(iii) If f is an analytic function in W such that

(5.9) \f(x + iy)\<C\yfN,       z = x + iyGW,

then /(• + iy) has a limit f0 e ^'(£2) as F 3 y -* 0.
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Remark. The uniqueness of the limit in this theorem will be proved in the more

general situation given in the next theorem.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. (i) By assumption there is a small number e0 > 0 such

that / can be continued analytically to (9£2){£o). Choose x e C*(£2) with

0 < x < 1 so that x = 1 on £2\((<9£2)(£o/2) DR"). Then for y,co G F,\y\ <

y,\(o\<y,

f f(x + iy)<fi(x) dx= I      f(z + iy)tfi(z) dzxr\---Adzn,      0 < e < e0,
Ja Jft{e,w)

by Stokes' formula, p(e, to) denoting the chain

£29x-»x + iex(x)to.

Letting r 9 y -+ 0, this converges to

F(tfi) = /
Ju(

f(z)tfi(z)dzxr\---Adzn,       tfiGA,
'fi(co,e)

which is independent of e, 0 < e < e0. Furthermore for every e, 0 < e < e0,

there is a constant C£ > 0 such that

(5.10) |^(0)| <C£sup 101,       tfiGA.

Thus we have F e A'[ïï].

We remark that the uniqueness of F with respect to / in this case is easily

showed by using Cauchy's integral formula for the chains p(e,to).

(ii) By the results on ultradifferentiable functions given in [5 and 7], we

know that there exist a function v e &*-s'(R) and an ultradifferential operator

P(d/dt) such that

(5.11) suppi;ct0,}>/2);

(5.12) exp[(e/01/(i-1)Mf)€Z.oo(0,oc)   foranye>0;

(5.13)P(d/dt)v(t) =8 + w(t),       w(t) G C0X(R), suppu; c [y/4,y/2).

We consider the function #(x, t) defined by

(5.14) g(x,t)= f°° f(x + i(s + t)y)v(s)dx,       yeF.
Jo

Then g(x, /) € Z.°°(£2 x [0 < t < y/2)) and there exists
/•OO

lim*(-, t) = /    f(x + isy)v(s)ds = g0G L°°(£2).
Z-»0 Jq

Furthermore we have for (x, /) e £2 x [0, y/2)

P(d/dt)g(x, t) m P I / ¿ yjd/dxj J g(x, t)

/•OO

- f(x + ity) +       f(x + i(s + t)y)w (s) ds.
Jo
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Thus we have for tfi e ^{5}(£2)

j^g(x,t)p[-iYjyjd/dx]\<fi(x)dx

= I f(x + ity)<fi(x)dx+ j  il    f(x + i(s + t)y)w(s)ds\tfi(x)dx,

from where we find that fn f(x + ity)tfi(x) dx converges to

J^gQ(x)P l-if^yjd/dxA (fi(x)dx - j U°° f(x + isy)w(s)ds)<p(x)dx

as t -» 0. We can easily see that ZJ(-/J3"=1 y.d/dx) is an ultradifferential

operator in 3^s'(Çï) since P(d/dt) is an ultradifferential operator in 3?{s\r) .

(iii) Take a function v(t) such that

!,<>!,   0<«,/4,

[ 0, t < 0 and y/2 < t < oo.

Then we have

(dN+x/dtN+x)v(t) = 3 + w(t),

where w(t) € CQX(R) and supptiz c [y/4,y/2]. By making use of this function

we can prove the existence of lim,^ /(• + ity) e 2'(71) as in the proof of part

(ii) for any fixed y G F.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.3 (cf. [3, Theorem 9.3.3]). Let W = {x + iy ;x G £2,y e F, \y\ < y)
be the same as in Theorem 5.2. Let f be an analytic function in W. Then

(i) for any £2, c £2, there is an element fn G A'[Q] uniquely determined

mod A'[dQ] such that the analytic functional

A 3 <fi - fa (0) - /   f(x + z»0(x + iy) dx
Ja,

is carried by any given neighborhood of d£2¡ in C" when y e F and y is small

enough. Thus fa   defines uniquely a hyperfunction in B(Clx).

(ii) If £22 c £2, is another open set then fn - fa G ^'[£21\£22] so there is

a unique F G B(7i) such that F and fa have the same restriction to £2t for

every Flx m £2.

(iii) The limit in each case of(i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 5.2 is equal to F

on £2.

(iv) If F = 0 in some nonempty £2, c £2 and W is connected, then f = 0.

Proof, (i) Let £20 € £2. For any yx ,y2 e F,\yx\ ,\y2\ < y, we can easily see

that the analytic functional

A 9 tfi -» /   f(x + iyx)(fi(x + iyx) dx - f   f(x + iy2)<fi(x + iy2) dx
Ja0 Ja0
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is carried by 9£20 + i[y0 ,yx]. The existence of f^ G A'[Q0] is thus a conse-

quence of Theorem 4.3.

(ii) Since fa . a f(x+iy)<fi(x+iy)dx is carried by (Q^Q^+z'y, we find that

fa-fa is carried by any neighborhood of £2,\£22 > which means fni - f^ G

A'[TÍx\á2\.
(iii) Let f0 G A'[Çï] be the limit in (i) in Theorem 5.2. If we observe that

0(x + iy) -* 0(x) in /1[£2] as y -* 0, we have

f0((fi) =   lim   / f(x + iy)<fi(x)dx

=  lim   / f(x + iy)tfi(x + iy)dx,       <fi e A.
rsy->o Ja

Next, let f0 G ̂ {í}'(£2) be the limit in (ii) in Theorem 5.2. Let £2, s £2

and y¿ c- be the restriction of /0 to £2. . Choose tfi G ̂ "^'(£2) so that tfi = 1

in a neighborhood of £2j. Then for ip e A we have by (5.15)

f f(x + ity)<fi(x)ip(x + ity) dx
Ja

= f g(x,t)P   -ij^yjd/dxj   tfi(x)ip(x + ity)dx

-      I       f(x + i(s + t)y)w(s) ds J <fi(x)ip(x + ity) dx.

If we integrate only over £2j and letting t —► 0, we see fa - f0 n is carried

by any neighborhood of dClx. This means fa = f0 in £2. The proof in case

f0 G 3i'(Çï) is similar, we omit it here.

(iv) We denote by R the difference in (i). By assumption R is carried by

any neighborhood of ¿z£2, when \y\ is small. We have

4(E(z -.,<))-/  E(z-7-iy, t)f(i + iy)dT, = Ry(E(z - .,t)),

t>o.

Taking z = x + iy and letting t —» 0, we see f(x + iy) is equal to zero for

x e £2, when \y\ is small, so / = 0 in W if W is connected, which proves

(iii).   Q.E.D.

We call the hyperfunction 7^ e Zf(£2) the boundary value of / from F

following [3]. We shall use the notation bT(f) = fa when we want to emphasize

that the limit is taken from F and / is called T-analytic at £2.

Theorem 5.4 (cf. [13, Theorem 6.5]). Let u e A'(Rn) and (x0,7.0) e r*(Z?")\0•
Then

(i) (x0,i0) £ WF^(m) if and only if there are open convex cones Fx,... ,

FN c {£ e Rn ; (£, ¿;0) < 0}, bounded open neighborhood Z of x0 in C" , u0
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holomorphic in Z, fj holomorphic in Z n {Rn + iFj}, j = 1.N, so that

N

(5.16) " = «o + E6ry(-/))   onZDR".
i

(ii) (x0,í0) i WF{j}(u) (1 <j<oo) ifandonlyifu0G%{s)(Zr\Rn) in

the above expression (5.16).

(iii) (x0,Ç0) $ WF(k) ifandonlyifu0£g'(ZnRn) in the above expression

(5.16).
Proof, (i) Let « e Ä(Rn). Then by (3.10) we know for |x-x0| < e with e > 0
sufficiently small

u(x) = (2n)-n ff uy(exp[-i(x-y,7)-\7\(ß-yf/2])
JJ lz*-*ol<2e   y

lil>l

(\7\/2n)nl2d7dß + w(x),

where we(x) is analytic in {|x - x0| < e}. Now assume that (x0,Ç0) £

WF^w), then we see by (5.1)' there is a small cone neighborhood V of i0 in

Z?"\0 so that the following estimation holds:

(5.17)

c\t\<Cef uy(txp[i(x-y,c;) - \7\(ß-yf/2])(\7\/2nf2dß

ieV,

where C and c are positive constants independent of xeR", \x-x0\ < e and
Í e I7 . For (J, € Äw\0, (<J¡ ,£,) < 0, let ï\ be a closed cone neighborhood of

ix such that

(í7,Í,)>0,(»í,í0)<0   for any n € rft .

Let H  be the dual cone of F, , i.e.

(n,C)>0   onl^ xTj.

We can choose <i,.iN so that

zAo = v u r! u • • • u r!v Ci c,'\

Then we have for \x - x0| < c

(5.18)

M(x) = u0 + £(2*)-" jj]ß_Xol<2i «,(exp[/(x - y ,f> - |i|(/? - y)2/2])

KI>1

\«/2,•(i{i/2«r^(í/iíi)rf{ífA
V

£
i
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where supp*, c Tj , J^ Xj = ! on R"\V • It is easy to see that w0(x) is

analytic in |x - x0| < e and Uj is the boundary value of

//*)«(»-" ff uy(exp[i(z-y,ti)-\i\(ß-yfl2])
1 JJ \ß-x0\<2e   y

Kl>i

.(\t\/2it)n/2Xj(t/\i\)dtdß

which is analytic in In(Rn + iT() with a small complex neighborhood Z of

Xq •

Conversely, assume (5.16). It is sufficient to prove the case AT - 1. Let
T be an open convex cone in {<* e Rn ; (<£ ,i0) < 0} and let Z be a complex

neighborhood of x0 e R" . We assume / is holomorphic in Z n (Rn + iF) and

u € A'(R"), u = br(f) on Z n R" whose existence is assured by Theorem 5.3

and Theorem 4.3. Take £2 = {x € Rn ;|x -x0| < 3} so that UcZnR" and

write « = «, + «2 where suppu, c£2 and suppw2 c ü"\£2. Let Ux(x,t) and
U2(x, t) be the defining functions of ux and u2 respectively. By (5.3) we have

the estimation of the form

\V2(x + ici,t)\<Cexp[(72-c)IAt],       ZGRn,t>0,

if x is in a small neighborhood of x0 contained in £2 and <J is any bounded

set of R" . For y g F with |y| sufficiently small, we can see that the analytic

functional

A a tfi -+ Mj (0) - / f(x + iy)<fi(x + iy) dx
Ja

is carried by 9£2 + [0, iy]. Hence w. is carried by

M = (d£2 + [0,í>])U(n +{.»).

Recall that

Ux(x + i7.,t) = ux(E(x + i7.--,t)).

We can easily see that if we take \y\ sufficiently small there is a small neighbor-

hood V(x0,7,0) of (x0,<J0) such that for p + iy near to M we have

-Re(x + Í7.-P- iyf = -(x - pf + ($ - yf

<7¡-c,       (x,7)GV(x0,7Q),

where c > 0 is independent of (x,£) e V(x0,7[0). Thus for the defining

function U of u we have the estimate of the form

\U(x - i7,t)\ < Cexp[(Z20 -c)/At],       (x,7)g V(x0,7Q),

which proves (x0,¿0) ^ WF^(u).

The proof of parts (ii) and (iii) is similar and we omit it here.
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